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F
ollowing the pioneering research by
Geim and colleagues,1 graphene has
been intensively studied over the past

decade.2,3 Since many of the rapidly realiz-
able targets have been reached, researchers
have now started to address the remaining
challenges by combining graphene with
other materials.4�11 For example, graphene
and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) lateral
heterostructures have been successfully
synthesized for the design of atomically thin
circuitry.5 Vertically stacked graphene/h-BN
hybrids can be directly used for the fabrica-
tion of high-mobility graphene transistors.6,7

Most recently, we have shown the synthesis
of 3D graphene/vertical CNT seamless struc-
tures for energy storage and field-emission
emitters.8,9 However, the studies of planar
CNT/graphene hybrids are limited.
In this paper, we describe the simple

synthesis of planar CNT/graphene hybrid
sheets. Just as macroscopic reinforcing bar
(rebar) can toughen materials, the planar
CNT/graphene is a toughened form of 2D
material, and it is termed here as “rebar
graphene”. This research has made the
following contributions to the graphene
community: (1) The concept of using

CNTs to in-plane reinforce graphene was
established. In contrast to general chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) graphene, CNT-
reinforced graphene was transferred onto
target substrates without needing a poly-
mer coating. (2) Rebar graphene was fabri-
cated by simply annealing functionalized
CNTs on Cu foils without introducing
extraneous carbon sources. According to
our recent research, solid carbon sources
have served as sources for single-layer
graphene growth on Cu.10,11 In this special
case, the CNTs functional groups decom-
posed and formed single-layer graphene on
Cu during the annealing process. Moreover,
the as-made CNT�graphene hybrid materi-
al demonstrated ambipolar electronic be-
havior. (3) The interfaces between single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and
graphene were investigated at atomic reso-
lution using scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM). Two types of interfaces,
covalent bonding and π�π stacking, were
revealed. (4) Due to the synergistic effects,
the as-fabricated rebar graphene not only
was free-standing on water and allowed for
polymer-free transfer onto other substrates,
but also showed improved sheet resistance
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ABSTRACT As the cylindrical sp2-bonded carbon allotrope, carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) have been widely used to reinforce bulk materials such as polymers, ceramics,

and metals. However, both the concept demonstration and the fundamental

understanding on how 1D CNTs reinforce atomically thin 2D layered materials, such

as graphene, are still absent. Here, we demonstrate the successful synthesis of CNT-

toughened graphene by simply annealing functionalized CNTs on Cu foils without

needing to introduce extraneous carbon sources. The CNTs act as reinforcing bar

(rebar), toughening the graphene through bothπ�π stacking domains and covalent

bonding where the CNTs partially unzip and form a seamless 2D conjoined hybrid as revealed by aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy

analysis. This is termed rebar graphene. Rebar graphene can be free-standing onwater and transferred onto target substrates without needing a polymer-coating

due to the rebar effects of the CNTs. The utility of rebar graphene sheets as flexible all-carbon transparent electrodes is demonstrated. The in-plane marriage of

1D nanotubes and 2D layered materials might herald an electrical and mechanical union that extends beyond carbon chemistry.

KEYWORDS: reinforced graphene . SWCNTs . free-standing . synergistic effect . chemical vapor deposition
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at higher transparency as compared to general poly-
crystalline CVD graphene.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a schematically shows the process of
using functionalized CNTs as raw materials on Cu foils.
Dodecyl-functionalized single wall carbon nanotubes
(DF-SWCNTs) were used to demonstrate the synthesis
of rebar graphene. The SWCNTs were HiPco-produced
and purified.12 DF-SWCNT chloroform solutions were
prepared using the method as reported13 (Figure 1b).
The synthesis of rebar graphene was achieved as
follows. The 200 μL DF-SWCNT CHCl3 solutions
(3.2 mg/mL) were dispersed on the pretreated Cu foils
(1 cm� 1 cm)14 using a spin-coater at 500 rpm for 10 s.
Then, the Cu foils were loaded into a CVD furnace and
annealed for 15 min at 1080 �C with the flow rate of H2

at 50 sccm, the flow rate of Ar at 500 sccm, and the
chamber pressure at 7 Torr. No exogenous carbon
growth source was added. After an annealing step,
the Cu foils were quickly removed from the hot region
of the CVD chamber using a magnetic rod and then
cooled to room temperature. Detailed rebar graphene

growth procedures are described in the Supporting
Information.
Raman spectroscopy was first used to investigate

the formation of rebar graphene on Cu foils using
514 nm excitation. The Raman spectra in Figure 1c
are characteristic of 10 locations recorded on 1 cm2 of
the sample. Pristine SWCNTs exhibit three typical
bands: a radial breathing mode (RBM) at ∼250 cm�1,
a G band at ∼1590 cm�1, and a weak D band at
1340 cm�1, with the intensity ratio of D to G bands
less than 0.1.15 The black curve in Figure 1c is a typical
Raman spectrum of DF-SWCNTs deposited on Cu
before annealing. The intensity ratio of the D band at
∼1340 cm�1 to the G band at ∼1590 cm�1 was ∼0.5
and no obvious RBMs could be detected at∼250 cm�1,
indicating that sp2 structures of SWCNTs were dis-
torted due to the covalent bonds of the dodecyl
groups.13 The red curve in Figure 1c is a representative
Raman spectrum of rebar graphene grown on Cu foils.
We can see that RBMs appear at ∼250 cm�1 after
annealing. Moreover, the intensity ratio of the D to G
bands decreased to less than 0.1, indicating the pre-
sence of few sp3 carbon atoms or defects.15 During the

Figure 1. Synthesis and spectroscopic analysis of rebar graphene sheets. (a) The synthesis of rebar graphene sheets was
achieved on Cu foils by heating functionalized CNTs in a H2/Ar atmosphere at 1080 �C for 15 min. In this case, the as-grown
graphene was polycrystalline.14 (b) A typical optical image of the DF-SWCNT chloroform solution and the related structural
models. (c) Raman spectra showing that high-quality rebar graphene sheets were successfully synthesized by annealing
DF-SWCNT-covered Cu foils. The blue curve is a typical Raman spectrum of monolayer graphene on Cu. The strong
backgrounds of the Raman spectra are from the photoluminescence of Cu. The Raman spectra were recorded using 514 nm
excitation. (d and e) TEMand BF-STEM images indicating the formation of interconnected SWCNTnetworks in rebar graphene
sheets. (f) An atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image showing the defect-free hexagonal lattice of monolayer graphene,
indicating the high-quality monolayer nature of the graphene in the rebar graphene sheets.
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annealing process, SWCNTs could self-heal as the
dodecyl groups thermally decomposed and become
graphene on Cu, enabling the formation of rebar
graphene. The appearance of the RBMs and the de-
crease of the intensity ratio of D to G bands in the
annealed rebar graphene support the suggestion of
self-healing of SWCNTs. Moreover, in the 2D band,
there is a shoulder at ∼2698 cm�1, related to the
position of the 2D band of monolayer graphene on
Cu (the blue curve in Figure 1c), indicating the domi-
nantmonolayer nature of the graphene in the as-made
rebar graphene sheets. This was further confirmed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characteriza-
tions (vide infra). Similar results were also recorded by
Raman spectroscopy with 633 nm excitation and the
representativeRaman spectra from10 locations recorded
on 1 cm2 of the sample are shown in Figure S1. The X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis is shown in
Figure S2. After annealing, the position of the C 1s peak
moves from284.9 to 284.5 eV, with an asymmetric tailing
toward high bonding energy; the full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) decreased to ∼0.8 from ∼1.2 eV,
indicating that the sp3-carbon structures in DF-SWCNTs
were transformed into sp2-carbon-based graphitic
structures.16 No obvious C�N bonding and C�O
bonding were observed in Figure S2, confirming the
growth of pristine rebar graphene. Representative
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of rebar
graphene sheets grown on Cu are shown in Figure S3;
no SWCNT bundles were observed in the SEM images,
indicating the formation of a 2D hybrid sheet rather
than 3D structures.
As-produced rebar graphene was transferred onto

c-flat TEM grids (Protochips) for further characteriza-
tion. Panesl d and e of Figure 1 are typical TEM and
bright-field STEM (BF-STEM) images, respectively, of
suspended rebar graphene on TEM grids, indicating
that individually dispersed SWCNTs formed intercon-
nected networks on continuous graphene sheets to
form a new 2D carbon material. More than 10 gra-
phene locations in rebar graphene were investigated
using STEM. Typical atomic-resolution STEM images
are shown in Figure 1f and Figure S4, indicating low-
defect hexagonal lattices of monolayer graphene.
These atomic resolution-STEM images, corroborating
the above Raman analysis, further confirm the high-
quality monolayer nature of the graphene in the rebar
graphene. Second-layer graphene islands could be occa-
sionally found and a TEM image of such a location is
shown in Figure S5. Due to the different chemical reac-
tivities of graphene and SWCNTs,17,18 the rebar graphene
might have potential applications where the selective
modification of graphene or SWCNTs is exploited.
In recent research, the use of polymers such as

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) as support layers has become un-
avoidable for isolating CVD-based graphene,19�22

graphene-like 2D layered materials23,24 or in-plane
graphene-based heterostructures5 from the catalyst
metal substrates. Surface contaminations from poly-
mer residues have long-been a troublesome issue,
limiting the analyses of the intrinsic properties of the
carbon materials and retarding their applications in
surface chemistry, ultrahigh-speed electronics and
biodevices. In this research, we found that the SWCNTs
reinforced the rebar graphene, thus enabling polymer-
free transfers onto target substrates such as TEM grids
and SiO2/Si wafers (see the Supporting Information for
details). Figure 2a is a representative photograph of
one rebar graphene sheet, floating on water contain-
ing 1% butanol by volume. This free-standing rebar
graphene was ∼1 cm � 1 cm in size, approximately
one-atom-thick, not precoated with any polymer and
was ready to be transferred onto other substrates. The
grown catalyst substrate, Cu foil, was already etched
away using an ammonium persulfate-based etchant
solution. Here, butanol was used to lower the surface
tension of the water. The butanol residue could be
readily removed by vacuum treatment after transfer-
ring the rebar graphene sheets onto target substrates.
In a control experiment, we found that, without the
polymer precoating, both conventional CVD polycrys-
talline graphene films and millimeter-sized single-
crystal graphene14 broke into small pieces using the
same aqueous etchant containing butanol when the
substrates were etched away. This underscores that
only the rebar graphene hybrid structure can endure
on water without destruction. Additionally, TEM
images in Figure 2b demonstrate that the nonpolymer
transferred rebar graphene sheet had a cleaner surface
than that of the PMMA-assisted transferred rebar
graphene. Polymer-free transfers could facilitate the
uses of rebar graphene in transparent electrode tech-
nologies and chemical modification strategies as in
sensors and biodevices where trace impurities cause
limitations.
We used STEM to explore the reinforcement effects

of SWCNTs in rebar graphene transferred onto TEM
grids using the polymer-free transfer method (see the
Supporting Information for details). Nanometer-sized
cracks could occasionally be found in the suspended
rebar graphene sheets when butanol was not used to
lower the water surface tension. Figure 2c,d shows
typical annular dark field STEM (ADF-STEM) images
of those cracks. From the ADF-STEM images, it is
apparent that several individually dispersed SWCNTs
straddle the crack, restraining its further extension.
Figure 2e shows an atomic-resolution ADF-STEM im-
age of the region of the suspended SWCNT in Figure 2d
indicated by the yellow section, showing a clear moirés
pattern with a periodicity at ∼0.8 nm. This indicates
that the SWCNT is chiral and can be represented by a
pair of indices (n, m).25 By simulating TEM images of
SWCNTs with different (n, m) indices (Figure 2f,g and
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Figure S6), we concluded that a SWCNT with indices
n = 10 and m = 4 (Figure 2f) best matched the
experimental image. The diameter could be calculated
(Supporting Information and ref 25), which was
∼0.978 nm. However, the measured diameter of this
SWCNT by STEM was ∼0.864 nm (Figure S7). This
diameter shrinkage is evidence that the SWCNT is
under tensile stress, demonstrating how SWCNTs re-
inforce and strengthen rebar graphene sheets and
enable their polymer-free transfers.
An interesting question is: how are graphene and

SWCNTs connected in the rebar graphene sheets? The
graphene�SWCNT interfaces were investigated using
STEM; two types of graphene�SWCNT connections,
π�π stacking and covalent bonds, were revealed
(Figure 3 and Figure S8). Figure 3a is a typical BF-STEM
image of π�π stacked graphene�SWCNT interfaces;
the structural model is shown in Figure S8a. From
Figure 3a, it is apparent that there is no buckling or
distortion around the graphene�SWCNT interface,
indicating that, in this case, the graphene sheet and
the SWCNT are intimately combined together via π�π

stacking rather than sp2 or sp3 bonds. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) patterns of a1 and a2 show the typical
hexagonal crystalline structures of monolayer gra-
phene and demonstrate the same rotation angles,
meaning the graphene lying on both sides (a1 and a2)
of this SWCNT belong to the samemonolayer graphene
grain.14 This can be understood if we assume that the
SWCNT in this area has a sp2-carbon bonded graphitic
structure without dangling bonds or sp3-carbon re-
lated defects, thus the graphene grew beneath it to
form the π�π stacked interface with the SWCNT
during the annealing process. Additionally, Figure S8b,c
indicates a 6000 count increment in the intensity
profile from the graphene region to the SWCNT
region, equivalent to the ADF intensity of two gra-
phene layers (Figure S9), which further demonstrates
that the graphene and the SWCNT are overlapped via
π�π stacking rather than covalent welding. Both
images were acquired under the same conditions to
ensure the number of counts is the same for both.
Figure 3b,c is typical BF-STEM images of covalent

bonding in the rebar graphene. From Figure 3b, as

Figure 2. CNT reinforcement in rebar graphene sheets. (a) A free-standing rebar graphene sheet, highlighted in yellow at the
corners, floating onwater with 1%butanol by volume. The rebar graphene sheet is∼1 cm� 1 cm and not precoatedwith any
polymers. Here, butanol was used to lower the surface tension of water and could be removed by vacuum treatment after
transferring the rebar graphene sheets onto the target substrates. (b) TEM images indicating that a conventional PMMA-
assisted transferred rebar graphene sheet is dotted with polymer residues (left) and the polymer-free transferred rebar
graphene sheet that has a clean surface (right). (c and d) ADF-STEM images of rebar graphene suspended on TEM grids,
demonstrating that SWCNTs straddle cracks andwork to strengthen the rebar graphene sheet. This sample came fromawater
float that did not contain 1% butanol to lower the surface tension, thus leading to the formation of small cracks in rebar
graphene; it is different than the sample in panel a. The bright contrast in the graphene region originates from hydrocarbon
contamination absorbed from the air. (e) An atomic-resolution ADF-STEM image of the region of the SWCNT indicated by the
yellow region in panel d, showing a clear moirés pattern with a periodicity at ∼0.8 nm. (f and g) Structural models and
simulated TEM images of the chiral SWCNT (10, 4) and the chiral SWCNT (10, 3).
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indicated by the area in the yellow square, one SWCNT
wall disappeared where the graphene and SWCNT
were bonded together in-plane. Figure 3c is a high-
resolution BF-STEM image of the region indicated by
the yellow square in Figure 3b, showing that graphene
and SWCNT are covalently bonded through aromatic
rings. The proposed formation mechanism of the
covalent bonded interface is as follows: (1) SWCNTs
could be partially unzipped due to the etching by
the Cu foil at high temperature (Figure 3b,c); (2) the
exposed SWCNT edges could capture active car-
bons for graphene growth26 (Figure 3d); (3) graphene
and SWCNTs are covalently welded together by aro-
matic rings in the partially unzipped SWCNT regions
(Figure 3b,c). In addition, on the basis of the Raman
spectrum in Figure 1c, RBMswere detected in the rebar
graphene sheets; the intensity ratio of the D to G bands
dropped to <0.1, demonstrating the weak etching
effects of Cu on SWCNTs because of the low solubility
of carbon in Cu (<0.001 atom % at 1000 �C).27 Thus,
π�π stacked graphene�SWCNT interfaces dominated
in rebar graphene sheets synthesized on Cu foils, but
there are sufficient amounts of covalently fused re-
gions to render a noticeable toughening.
The electrical transport properties of rebar graphene

sheets were evaluated by fabricating Hall bar field
effect transistors on SiO2 (100 nm)/Si substrates (see
the Supporting Information for details). The measure-
ments were performed at room temperature at a

pressure of less than 10�5 Torr. The inset of Figure 4a
provides a typical optical image of the as-madeHall bar
device based on rebar graphene; its related electrical
behaviors are shown in Figure 4a,b. From Figure 4a, a
gating effect was observed on this Hall bar device, with
the on/off ratio of ∼11. Moreover, Figure 4a indicates
that the as-made device shows typical ambipolar
behavior, meaning that graphene dominated the elec-
tronic properties in rebar graphene sheets. The calcu-
lated carrier (hole)mobility for the device in the inset of
Figure 4a was∼2200 cm2 V�1 s�1 at a carrier density of
5� 1012 cm�2 based on theDrudemodel28 (Figure 4b).
More than five rebar graphene based Hall bar devices
were fabricated on SiO2/Si substrates. All of them had
typical ambipolar behavior, with the carrier (hole)
mobilities ranging from ∼1500 to ∼2200 cm2 V�1 s�1

at a carrier density of 5 � 1012 cm�2. The mobilities
are comparable to those of CVD polycrystalline
graphene,19�21 indicating the high quality of the rebar
graphene.
Cu and Ni are the most widely used catalyst metals

for the growth of graphene19�21 and graphene-based
heterostructures.5,23 The influence of these two cata-
lyst substrates on the rebar graphene growth was
investigated. From Figure 4c, it is apparent that ex-
tending the annealing time has little effect on the
synthesis of rebar graphene on Cu foils. Even after
annealing DF-SWCNTs on Cu for 3 h at 1080 �C, RBMs
were still clearly detected from the as-made hybrid

Figure 3. Graphene�SWCNT interfaces in rebar graphene. (a) FFT patterns (a1 and a2) and the BF-STEM image of one π�π
stacked graphene�SWCNT interface. The ADF-STEM-derived intensity profile of similar structures (Figures S8 and S9) further
demonstrates the graphene�SWCNT overlapping structures. (b) The BF-STEM image of a covalently bonded graphene�
SWCNT interface. (c) The high-resolution image after applying a filter of the FFT in the raw BF-STEM image of the yellow
selected area in panel b. The “welded region” refers to the seamless covalent bondingbetween the SWCNT and the graphene.
(d) The scheme for graphene growth from the edges of a partially unzipped SWCNT. This would likely reside on the bottom
face of the SWCNT that is in contact with the Cu.
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material. In contrast, Figure 4d indicates that after
annealing DF-SWCNTs on Ni foils for 3 min at 1080 �C
and then cooling the sample to room temperature, no
carbon-related structures could be detected by Raman
spectroscopy. This is because: (1) Ni has a high etching
ability on SWCNTs because of its high carbon solubility
(∼1.3 atom % at 1000 �C).27 During the annealing
process, the DF-SWCNTs were completely dissolved
by the Ni. Thus, no SWCNTs could be detected by
Raman spectroscopy after annealing. (2) The carbon
supplied by DF-SWCNTs was not enough for the pre-
cipitation growth of graphene on the Ni foil during the
cooling process. Thus, graphene signals were absent
after annealing. Considering the low etching ability of
Cu and the high etching ability of Ni on SWCNTs, the
graphene�CNT interface composition might be con-
trolled in the future using properly designed Ni�Cu
alloys as the growth substrates. Furthermore, the grain
sizes of rebar graphene are ∼10 μm, which are esti-
mated by SAEDpatterns and similar to those of general
Cu-based CVD polycrystalline graphene.14 The grain
sizes might be further improved using Ar-only an-
nealed Cu foils as the growth substrates.29

One potential application of graphene and CNTs is
as a flexible transparent conductive electrodes be-
cause of their high optical transmittance, conductivity
and flexibility.19,30�32 However, general CVD graphene

is polycrystalline. Graphene grain boundaries are com-
posed of aperiodic heptagon�pentagon pairs, which
degrade electronic conductivity of graphene.33 In re-
bar graphene, CNTs form a network (Figure 1d,e) and
then serve as bridges across graphene boundaries.
Thus, rebar graphene demonstrates improved elec-
tronic conductivity when compared to general poly-
crystalline CVD graphene (Figure S10). DF-SWCNTs,
arylsulfonated-SWCNTs and Pluronic 127 (a widely
used water-soluble triblock polymer) wrapped multi-
walled CNTs (M-grade from NanoTechLabs, Inc.) were
used as raw materials to make rebar graphene sheets
as all-carbon flexible transparent conductive electro-
des (see Figure S10 for details). The optimal growth
conditions were used to fabricate the electrodes (see the
Supporting Information for details). The rebar graphene
sheets derived from Pluronic 127 wrapped multi-
walled CNTs had ∼95.8% transmittance at 550 nm
wavelength with a sheet resistance of ∼600 Ω/0,
indicating better performance than those of stacked
CVD bilayer graphene30 or CNT films at the same
transimittance.31 Improvements could be expected
using predominantly metallic or long SWCNTs as raw
materials or applying chemical doping.32 In addition, if
additives could be further introduced into the rebar
graphene sheet matrix during the annealing process,
such as nitrogen and borane doping, the doped hybrid

Figure 4. Electrical properties and control growth experiments of rebar graphene on Cu- and Ni-foils. (a) Resistivity as a
function of carrier densitymeasured at room temperature. The inset is an optical image of the fabricated rebar grapheneHall
bar field effect transistor on a SiO2/Si substrate; the scale bar is 20 μm. (b) Plot of density-dependent field effect mobility of
rebar graphene vs carrier density from the device indicated in the inset of panel a. (c) Raman spectra indicating the weak
etching ability of Cu on SWCNTs at 1080 �C for 15min and 3 h. (d) Raman spectra demonstrating the high etching ability of Ni
on SWCNTs. Here, DF-SWCNTs were used as raw materials and deposited on surfaces of Cu- and Ni-foils using a spin-coater
(see the Supporting Information for details).
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material could have potential applications in fuel cells
and lithium batteries.
Meanwhile, during the revision of this article, we

noticed the publication of vein-membrane like CNT/
graphene hybrid structures, which exhibited improved
mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, and elec-
tron transparency properties.34

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have synthesized planar rebar
graphene sheets on Cu foils using functionalized CNTs
as raw material. The CNTs strengthen rebar graphene

sheets through reinforcement, enabling the polymer-
free transfer of the rebar graphene onto target sub-
strates. The graphene�CNT interfaces were investi-
gated using STEM, and two types of connections,
π�π stacking and seamless covalent bonding, were
shown. Additionally, the potential application of rebar
graphene in flexible transparent conductive electrodes
was demonstrated. A wide variety of planar hybrid
sheetswith interesting propertiesmight be achieved in
the future using various carbon, boron nitride and
metal chalcogenide nanotubes, and graphene or
graphene-like 2D materials.

METHODS
The Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw Raman

RE01 scope. SEM images were taken using a FEI Quanta
400-field emission gun SEM. TEM characterizations were per-
formed using a 200 kV JEOL FE2100 TEM. STEM images were
collected with a JEOL JEM-ARM200F operated at 80 kV
equipped with a Cs probe corrector. After the samples were
loaded into the microscopic chamber, they were beam-show-
ered for 20min to avoid contamination. ADF-STEM imageswere
acquired with inner and outer collection semiangles of 33 and
125 mrad, respectively, while the BF-STEM images were ac-
quired with a collection semiangle of 8 mrad. All images were
acquired with a convergence semiangle of 24 mrad and a dwell
time of 96 μs. The electrical transport properties weremeasured
in a probe station (Desert Cryogenic TT-probe 6 system) under
vacuum (10�5 to 10�6 Torr) and the data were collected by an
Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer. XPS was
performed on a PHI Quantera SXM scanning X-ray microprobe
with 100 μm beam size and 45� takeoff angle.
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